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      The SST Lottery System is a system that distributes SST 
tokens to its holders through special draws. The main purpose 
of the system is to reward the loyalty of Set Space Token 
holders and make Set Space Token a community project that 
gives prizes through the biggest draws ever. Developed in line 
with the main purpose of the SST Lottery System, the system 
starts from the creation of the Set Space Token Universe and 
continues with an endless process.

      The main components that make up the system and ensure 
that the lottery draws continue endlessly are transactions, SST 
Swap, SST Games, SST NFTs, that is, all components of the Set 
Space Token Universe. The prizes to be distributed in the lottery 
draws are accumulated in a wallet created with the name of the 
Rewards Wallet.
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             In the Set Space Token universe, every transaction, 
every process on SST Swap and every game played on the 
online game platform accumulates  Set Space Tokens in the 
Rewards Wallet.

     %2  from  All Transactions         
     %2  from SST Games - players win against players              
     %2  from SST Games - player lose against players
     %2  from SST Games - players win against SST Games
     %10 from SST Games - players lose against SST Games

     Accumulate  SST tokens to Rewards Wallet.
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    The accumulated tokens are distributed to holders through 
lottery draws on special occasions and moments with the SST 
Lottery System.
    Holders will enter the lottery draws by submitting a request to 
participate.
    Holders can participate in the lottery by providing the 
necessary information from the Lottery Draw section, which will 
be active on the Set Space Token site during the draw week.
    Holders will not be charged any fees for participating in the 
draws.
    Holders participating in the draw will be given tickets 
according to the amount of SST tokens they have in their 
wallets from the moment the draw is made, that is, the 
countdown ends.
    Depending on the increase in the number of tickets given to 
the participant, the probability of winning from the prize 
distributed and the amount of winning from the amount of 
distributed prize will increase.
    The type, date, countdown information, draw results and 
winners will be announced on the Set Space Token site, 
telegram groups and social media platforms.
    The size of the lottery is determined by the size of the special 
event, and there are three special types of draws.      
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